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Leather feather earring template cricut

They were so easy to make and there are so many different things that you can add to them with the basic design. For a few patterns, I just resized the same template and layered it. For another design, I added a little pendant and now it looks like a peacock feather. So many options! I used a cricut to make these
feather earrings, but you can also do with exacto knife. I would recommend if you use Cricut to use a rotary blade. If you only have Cricut Explorer, I'd stick to harder skin or faux skin and strong grip mats. * This article contains affiliate links for your convenience, see full disclosure here Materials for feather leather leather
earrings or faux leather – I like the use of faux leather for this set, there are only so many incisions that and using leather will last forever. Here are some of my favorite ensembles: Earrings Making Kit – I like this set of asseable hooks and jump rings because it contains a variety of finishes and pliers. Cutting machine - I
use Cricut. Check out my recommendations for Cricut machines and beginner accessories for more information. Template – I've included this full set of free feather earrings in both SVG and printable formats in my resource library. Tips for making feather leather leather earrings cutting leather again, I wanted to use a
rotary blade with Cricut Maker and Standard Grip green mat. I place leather paint/smooth side down. If you are using a thin spot blade, I would recommend placing the leather fuzzy side down on some transfer paper and then placing the transfer paper on a standard Grip pad to a minimum, if not on a Strong Grip pad. Be
sure to mirror opposite the earrings when you're setting things up in the Design space. Mounting earrings I wanted to use 2 pliers to bend and rebend wires. I find that some of them are too small to stick to their fingers. Jump rings are your friend, especially if you are going to add more pieces together. I like to bend the
jump right so that the meeting place is compensated, not pulled apart. When you push it back together, doing it this way will help maintain your shape. Other accessories to consider There are other things that you add to the basic design. My favorite is actually using metal sharpies and just coloring in the design section.
You can also iron on some HTV. I used a little drop of bead magic for one of the feathers along with a gold chain. Related articles: DIY Leather Earrings Set 3D Leather Polymer Clay Earrings (569 results, with Etsy ads vendors promoting their items through our paid advertising platform. You'll see ads based on a
number of factors, such as relevance and the amount that sellers pay per click. find out more. ) They were so easy to make and there are so many different things that you can add to them with the basic design. For a few patterns, I just size the same and layered it. For another design, I added a little pendant and now it
looks like a peacock feather. So many options! I used a cricut to make these feather earrings, but you can also do with exacto knife. I would recommend if you use Cricut to use a rotary blade. If you only have Cricut Explorer, I'd stick to harder skin or faux skin and strong grip mats. * This article contains affiliate links for
your convenience, see full disclosure here Materials for feather leather leather earrings or faux leather – I like the use of faux leather for this set, there are only so many incisions that and using leather will last forever. Here are some of my favorite ensembles: Earrings Making Kit – I like this set of asseable hooks and
jump rings because it contains a variety of finishes and pliers. Cutting machine - I use Cricut. Check out my recommendations for Cricut machines and beginner accessories for more information. Template – I've included this full set of free feather earrings in both SVG and printable formats in my resource library. Tips for
making feather leather leather earrings cutting leather again, I wanted to use a rotary blade with Cricut Maker and Standard Grip green mat. I place leather paint/smooth side down. If you are using a thin spot blade, I would recommend placing the leather fuzzy side down on some transfer paper and then placing the
transfer paper on a standard Grip pad to a minimum, if not on a Strong Grip pad. Be sure to mirror opposite the earrings when you're setting things up in the Design space. Mounting earrings I wanted to use 2 pliers to bend and rebend wires. I find that some of them are too small to stick to their fingers. Jump rings are
your friend, especially if you are going to add more pieces together. I like to bend the jump right so that the meeting place is compensated, not pulled apart. When you push it back together, doing it this way will help maintain your shape. Other accessories to consider There are other things that you add to the basic
design. My favorite is actually using metal sharpies and just coloring in the design section. You can also iron on some HTV. I used a little drop of bead magic for one of the feathers along with a gold chain. Related articles: DIY Leather Earrings Set 3D Leather Polymer Clay Earrings (569 results, with Etsy ads vendors
promoting their items through our paid advertising platform. You'll see ads based on a number of factors, such as relevance and the amount that sellers pay per click. find out more. ) Leather earrings are so versatile and make the perfect handmade gift for a girlfriend or family member. In themselves, they add a rustic
touch to any outfit. Add a little metallic accent and they are suddenly super glam. Joanna Gaines made them super popular as she wore them to her show Fixer Upper a while back. S A machine like Cricut, you can make more complex cut patterns that would be difficult to do otherwise by hand. There are tons of these
bulk back earring svg templates available for sale, but I think a lot of them are focused on laser cutters. Laser cutters are much more expensive, but they handle precise intricate cuts with heavy material. While cutting machines like Cricut and Silhouette do an amazing job of automating cuts, they don't quite perform on
the same level as laser cutters. I had to go through a few designs in order to finally get into a set that works with both genuine skin and faux skin. I want to share some tips I learned making these earrings. * This article contains affiliate links for your convenience, see full disclosure here recommended materials for DIY
Cricut Leather Leather Earrings – I love the idea of reusing things I have around the house I don't need anymore. This included samples of a leather sofa. However, there are so many beautiful faux leather leaves out there now. Here are a few of my favorites: Vinyl, contact paper or tape transfer – You'll need something
on the back of your skin so you don't have to destroy the mat. I used a gold leaf from an assortment of vinyl packaging I already had. I also used a transmission tape. Earrings Making Kit – I like kits because they have everything from pliers to jump rings to hooks in every shade. Cutting machine - I use Cricut. Check out
my recommendations for Cricut machines and beginner accessories for more information. Blades and Other Cricut Accessories – You can get away with most standard kit, check out my recommendations for cheaper generic versions of cricut branded accessories. Template – This Cricut Earring Template SVG set is
available for free in my resource library. How to cut faux leather and leather earrings with Cricut cutting leather with free SVG cut earrings files The first step is to line the back of the skin with the transfer of tape/contact paper/vinyl. As I mentioned, it is important to have a smooth butt skin, so it does not destroy the mat
with small leather pieces. The smooth side also better adhering to the mat and makes for a better fit. I found if you are using tape transfer, you can only get away using standard green mats. Cutting the skin with Cricut - Use a knife blade. I usually don't like to promote too many accessories, but this is quite necessary.
The right skin is thicker and has a larger variation needs a deeper knife blade. Knife blade requires a rotary cover, which is limited to Cricut Maker. If you only have cricut explorer, you may be able to get away with a deep point blade with thinner skin, but I would highly recommend using faux skin instead. The deep point
knife can be used with the cricut explorer blade cover. Cricut Settings for Skin I use my Cricut Maker and used a clothing leather 1.6mm setting. It was a little too deep and cut through vinyl, but no less cut all the way through. Cutting Faux Leather Earrings with Cricut If you use faux leather and have a Cricut Maker, I
would still recommend using rotary blades. Some artificial skins are soft and stretched, which tugs at standard blades. With the rotary blade, you can retreat with a standard handle with a smooth side down. If you are using Cricut Explorer, I would recommend using the transfer tape method and upgrading to Strong Grip
Mat. Use the pin if there is not enough space to hook the hole. Sometimes the attachment part of the earring is too narrow to cut the whole with cricut. In this case, just use a pin or needle to shove a hole. That's it! Pretty simple stuff! Related articles: Cricut Polymer Clay Earrings Most Profitable Projects For Sale With
Cricut 3D Leather Earrings for Cricut Wood Veneer Earrings Create Beautiful Leather Earrings with Cricut Machine and Deep Cut Blade with this simple step-by-step photo and video tutorial. This is a sponsored post written on behalf of JOANN. All thoughts and opinions are my own. I recently fell in love with a set of
leather earrings. During my weekly trip to JOANN, I noticed the new Cricut Textured Metal Vinyl and all three colors magically hopped into my cart. Did it ever happen to you?  figured out that I could make my earrings for a fraction of the price and have enough left to give as a gift to friends. I grabbed some Cricut
metal leather to use as a base and headed to the jewelry aisle to grab earrings and needle nose pliers. This project is so easy to make and the results are stunning! Every time I wear earrings in public I get a question about where I bought them! Today I am sharing five different designs so you can create a variety of



different shapes depending on your own personal style! Download SVG files and use them with any cutting machine brand. Supplies Download free SVG files here! Watch the video below! How to Make Leather Earrings with Cricut Cut Out Leather and Vinyl Start by Putting a Piece of Cricut Metal Leather on a Purple
Strong Grip Mat. Put pressure in the sweeping movement to observe the skin on the pad. If the skin is not adhering, secure the sides of the skin to the pad using camouflage tape. Download the earrings files here. There are 5 different designs to choose from. Upload suggestions to the design space. They are already
presized for you, but you can make them smaller or larger depending on your preferences. If you would like to cut all the earrings at once, change the designs to be one color.  Move the starting wheels to the right side of the machine. Turn off fine spot blades for deep-cut Select Make in Design Space, then remove the
metal skin as the cutting option. * I always choose more pressure to make sure it cuts all the way through the skin. Insert the mat into the Cricut machine and start cutting. Once the incision has been completed eject the mat and carefully break off the excess skin, leaving the earrings on the mat! * Don't forget to reuse
leftovers using SnapMat. Drag the star wheels back to their original position and switch back to the Fine-Point blade. Cut a part of vinyl large enough for the earrings you want it to make and apply it to the mat. * In the photo I precut three different shades of vinyl and arranged all my cut files to fit into sections. Select the
type of vinyl you are cutting, insert the mat and slide it out when it ends up cutting all the earring files. Transfer Vinyl to skin. Weed individual earrings by carefully peeling back excess vinyl. Cover the earrings with a sheet of transfer tape and apply vinyl to the transfer tape. Cut the sets of earrings into pairs and remove
the mat from the white paper. If you left leather earrings on a purple mat they will lineup perfectly with vinyl. Place vinyl on top of the earrings and use a scraper to burn vinyl on the skin. Unseal the transfer tape to reveal the earrings. Repeat this process on all earrings. Using a small Cricut spatula, lift all the earrings out
of the mat. Attach metal hooks to earrings Now it's time to attach metal hooks to the earrings. Using needle nose pliers gently open the eye earrings until it is wide enough to allow the earrings to fit through it. Use awl to poke a hole through the earring and then insert the hook into the hole from the back of the earring.
Use needle nose pliers to close the earring. Repeat this process on all earrings. Now you have a beautiful set of handmade leather earrings! I can't wait to see what you create with this tutorial. Feel free to get creative and use new materials with this tutorial. Just a few ideas that will stimulate your creativity, try cutting
cricut felt and layering with Iron-On glitter. Add fun mandala design earrings. Cut out a set of wood and use a wood burning tool to add an interesting design. Don't forget to join my Facebook group, Crafting and Sewing with Sweet Red Poppy and share your creations with us! If you're on instagram tag @sweetredpoppy
chance to be featured in my stories. Don't forget to grab all the supplies for this project from JOANN. Joanna.
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